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MINUTE ENTRY 
 

 Courtroom: CCB 301 
 
 1:42 p.m. This is the time set for a status conference before Special Master Susan 
Harris. 
 
 The following attorneys and parties appear in-person:  Rhett Billingsley on behalf 
of ASARCO; Kevin Crestin on behalf of Arizona State Land Department; and Mark 
McGinnis, Sharon Morris and Axel Buchwalter on behalf of Salt River Project (SRP). 
 
 The following attorneys and parties appear telephonically:  John Burnside on 
behalf of BHP Copper; Charles Cahoy on behalf of City of Phoenix; Laurel Herrmann on 
behalf of the San Carlos Apache Tribe; Julian Nava on behalf of Tonto Apache Tribe; 
Kimberly Parks on behalf of Arizona Department of Water Resources; and Jay Tomkus 
on behalf of Yavapai-Apache Nation. 
 
 Court reporter, Marylynn Lemoine, is present and a record of these proceedings is 
made digitally.  

 Mr. McGinnis states that SRP has taken two actions as set forth in its status 
report.  There are irrigation claims on the north track property and south track property.   
Counsel has prepared a stipulation, proposed order and draft abstracts for both properties 
for the irrigation claims that have been distributed to the objectors.   SRP requests 90 
days to be able resolve those stipulations. 



 Mr. McGinnis further states that SRP has five small reservoir (SR) proposed 
water rights for which de minimis abstracts have been prepared.  SRP suggests that these 
proposed abstracts be sent to ADWR for review and comments.  Discussion is held with 
respect to the quantity for one of the small reservoirs. 

 The Court inquires if the parties in the courtroom and on the telephone have any 
objections to Mr. McGinnis’s proposal. 

 There being no objections,  

 IT IS ORDERED that SRP is to file a stipulation with respect to the irrigation 
claims by January 17, 2020 or file a status report if parties are unable to reach an 
agreement. 

 1:55 p.m.  Matter concludes.  
 
 
LATER: 
 
 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that by January 17, 2020, Arizona Department of 
Water Resources shall submit a report about the proposed abstracts and maps filed by 
SRP on October 18, 2019, with respect to the basis of right, legal descriptions of the 
points of diversion and places of use in the submitted abstracts.   The Department shall 
also review the claimed quantity in proposed abstract 114-04-BAD-007-SR002 and 
include its comments about the quantity in its report. 
 

A copy of this order is mailed to all persons listed on the Court-approved mailing 
list. 
 
 

 

 


